So, Roman Catholics, myself included, are going to get a new pontiff very soon, probably even before Palm Sunday (the Sunday before Easter). However, this can only happen if the college of cardinals can make its decision on schedule, something which may not happen. Now, I may not be the most ardent supporter of the Catholic Church; I don't really appreciate religious authorities covering up for child molesters or the denial of marriage rights to gays and lesbians, but right now the Church really might have something going for it with Benedict XVI stepping down. He is the first pope to do so in some six hundred odd years, and, when the word went public, there was a media firestorm. Ever since, rumors have been spreading like wildfire as to who the conclave of cardinals, locked away in the Sistine Chapel, will have chosen when the white smoke puffs out of the chimney in Vatican City. I hope the Church can head in a more liberal direction by electing a pope from one of the many areas of the Catholic world which have been traditionally underrepresented in the Church administration, particularly in the holiest of holy positions. In my humble opinion, it would reflect a change in the Church for the better: signaling an ascendency into a new era for the Church. The next Vicar of Christ shouldn't be from Europe or America (Catholic populations in these areas are on the decline).

Instead the Catholic Church needs to pluck a papal bud from its ever expanding base of followers in South America, Africa, and Asia. The old guard that has run the show for the past two millennia needs to take a step out of the spotlight, even if they still hold the reins, and the mouthpiece of God Almighty needs to represent the majority of his flock. If the college of cardinals can manage to get their shit together and not choose another pale old white dude from Europe (opting for a man of a little more color), then this groundbreaking decision could pave the way for even more Church reforms in the future.

Some of these possible reforms include questions related to a woman's right to become a priest and the haze still surrounding the Church's sexual abuse scandals. Maybe the requirement for celibacy within the clergy could be removed to enable priests to let off a little sensual steam with the sister on the other side of the monastery. A non-European or white pope would be a good stepping-stone to these most serious of reforms.

Apart from possibly liberalizing the Roman Catholic Church, a non-European pontifex should be elected for many reasons. We live in a modern age where presidents can be black and a lesbian can be elected to the Senate in Wisconsin. If these people can be elected in America, then why can't we Catholics get a South American into the papacy? I mean, they do have a fucking 99 foot tall concrete statue of Christ in Rio, I think they've earned a shot at it. And God knows he wouldn't be the worst; I'm looking at you, Alexander VI and those Vatican orgies.

Another important reason is the simple fact that we live in an era where the Arab Spring can get kicked off by a Facebook post. If the Church doesn't want the Catholics of the developing world up in arms, they may have to elect someone from outside their geriatric comfort zone. This is especially true after all the media-hype over the possibility that the college could elect a non-white man to head the Church. Instead of the Arab Spring, we might see a Apostolic Apocalypse as underrepresented parishioners voice their anger at the election of another Euro-trash geezer. Can you imagine the chaos of ransacking churches, and maybe even defenestrating some bishops into a big pile of horse shit (there hasn't been a good one of those in centuries)?

... read the rest on page 7
"I will be critcised for saying this, but the world needs more dictators like Hugo Chavez, if it's a dictator that actually was. He showed a strong respect for humans." 

LOCATION: Latin America: Hugo Chavez is a man that supports the poor. He was a dictator that was in power for quite a while, and he seems to be the only two options, Chavez is undoubtedly one of the most prominent political personalaties in the early 21st century, and his passing has been felt across the world stage. And so, if I'm going to talk about Hugo Chavez, you're going to love the story. 

"These are our islands, this is our country, and I think the rest of the world needs to hear us and see us as who we are." 

John Locke, a major political philosopher, is currently the support for the Falkland Islands. The British, as the subject of recent events, is put in the spotlight as all of these events are taking place. 

"The great thing about hedges is, of course, they help to provide a functional role for wildlife, and birds and everything else, but they also provide a very useful function for shelter for... stock." 

His Royal Highness Prince William of Denmark's view is the importance of hedges. 

"I worry about the way the things change all the time." 

Kevin Spacey – Spring break flew by and the fact that I spent too many hours watching online movies for who we are. "The great thing about hedges is, of course, they help to provide a functional role for wildlife, and birds and everything else, but they also provide a very useful function for shelter for... stock."
around town.

**by julianamassen**

Winter running: do’s and don’ts

Running in the cold can be a great opportunity to get outside, but it requires some preparation and awareness of your surroundings.

### Trail (Centennial Woods, River Walk, Red Rocks, etc.)

**Wicked Cold / Stormy**

Run on the edges of the trail, away from any low hanging branches. Avoid running along any exposed tree trunks, as this can be dangerous and lead to falls and injuries. If you must run in the woods, choose a trail that is well-lit and has no low-hanging branches.

**Wicked Snowy**

If there is significant snowfall, it's best to wait a few days for it to settle and pack down before heading out. This can help prevent slipping and falling.

### Sidewalks / Road

**Wicked Cold / Stormy**

Avoid running on sidewalks, as they can be slippery and difficult to navigate. Instead, try running on the road or trails, where the surface is more stable and less likely to cause falls.

**Wicked Snowy**

If there is snow on the ground, it's best to run on the edges of the road, where the snow is less likely to accumulate and create obstacles. Avoid running in the middle of the road, as this can be dangerous and lead to accidents.

### Paved Recreation Paths

**Wicked Cold / Stormy**

If there is significant snowfall, it's best to wait a few days for it to settle and pack down before heading out. This can help prevent slipping and falling.

**Wicked Snowy**

If there is significant snowfall, it's best to wait a few days for it to settle and pack down before heading out. This can help prevent slipping and falling.

### Winter running: do’s and don’ts

- **Do** wear appropriate clothing, such as warm and waterproof layers.
- **Do** choose a route that is well-lit and less likely to be slippery.
- **Do** run with a partner, especially if you are running alone.
- **Do** stay aware of your surroundings and be prepared to react to changing conditions.

- **Don’t** run in the middle of the road, as this can be dangerous and lead to accidents.
- **Don’t** run on sidewalks, as they can be slippery and difficult to navigate.
- **Don’t** ignore warning signs or other hazards, such as icy patches.
- **Don’t** run in extreme conditions, such as extreme heat or cold, or during severe weather events.
to "tread lightly on the environment," to the aims, methods, and extensions of the practice of reclaiming the contents of these stations dedicated to the day-to-day pseudo-fun, as Club 590 (occasion-ally mentioned under reservations: give compost diving a try, and the process is actually quite.

Puddles of melted snow may remain where you were too used to redispose of these contents in the trash. The food is a much bigger part of politics than it may appear on the surface.

In my lifetime, I've been reminded why I should just learn to love my love-handles—after all, they could be endearing in some social situations…

Studying is your life. Literally. You're not completely sure what you're doing with your time, if it wasn't for your current crush, a complete new student, a new friend, or a romantic interest. You have a good handle on study- time, but you have a lot of catching up to do. And I'm guessing in some social situations…

You have a good handle on study-time, or near the front row every time without admitting that you're doing with your time, if it wasn't for your current crush, a complete new student, a new friend, or a romantic interest. You have a good handle on study-time, but you have a lot of catching up to do. And I'm guessing

However, like breeding a German Shepard with a chihuahua, if you want to experience something very unpleasant it can be done. The gym becomes a necessary evil!

As a senior in my college, I've learned that every room you live in has a distinctive smell. Sometimes I'd rather sleep in my dorm room than the gym because I know my life will smell just like the gym...and I don't know how to get rid of it. I'd love to have a laundry machine on the second floor of the dorm, but for now I'll have to make do with the gym.

In the middle of winter madness, coffee will be your best friend. Help how about that getting down- town debriefing after you're done with the gym? Take this enlightening quiz to find out!
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fried chicken was the occasional dinner that allowed us to staple. Not to brag, but I enrolled at UVM knowing how to and wrap the tape around your back and the fullest part of the right measurement), ask them for help. Alternatively, then you can do it at home with a measuring tape and fit is in the ballpark.

son not to at least check that your perception of your bra is with the bra, not with your body (duh). With that cups, or is generally unpleasant in any way, then the prob-

are in the wrong bras; considering that bras are something wearing the wrong size. Nationwide, 85 percent of women in the United States (and if you are reading this, you likely clothes. Statistically speaking, if you are a woman living by ben Cabrera...
Nine inch nails is back.

By dylanmcassey

The last time anyone had the pleasure of hearing Nine Inch Nails was back in September of 2009. When they played their final show. “In the Black” could have been the end of the outing of Nine Inch Nails. However, their frontman Trent Reznor says that he decided to “re-think the idea of the band being over.” The other two members of Nine Inch Nails, Atticus Ross and Ilan Rubin, find it difficult to explain why the band is returning. However, according to Reznor, “It’s time for this project to be travesty he was. I guess after all the positive response to his ten million albums sold. Furthermore, Reznor won an Academy Award for his work on the film “Gangs of New York.”

All of my staff is mobilized at my new office. I have been with Nine Inch Nails since the band’s formation in 1987. In June of 2011, nine months after my retirement, the new Nine Inch Nails reunion tour begins. I look forward to seeing the frontman for the first time since I heard the “In This Twilight” performance by Nine Inch Nails live in 2009. When they played their final song, you could hear an inch of silence.
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any laundry day where you end up with an even number of socks should be considered a holiday
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drinking game:
the most popular girls in school

- Mackenzie Zales is introduced by her resume: “Head Cheerleader, Homecoming Queen, and Part-time Model”
- Someone is pooping or mentions pooping
- Handjobs are mentioned
  - Drink twice if the word Saison is trying to say is in fact a French word
- Saison says, “How do you say …”
- Drink every time:
  - The third grade is mentioned
  - Someone references Gossip Girl
  - Rachel Tice makes an onscreen appearance
  - Two characters make out
  - A wild gremlin (aka McKayla Van Buren) appears
  - The trademark Van Buren “Hey-iii” or “Bye-iii” makes your ears bleed
  - “Fucking Rachel Tice” is used as a scapegoat
  - Lunch Lady Belinda gets all Mary Kay Letourneau for Cameron Van Buren
  - Ashley Katchedourian makes an onscreen appearance
- *** Finish your drink when anyone gets his or her arms ripped off

“Latin mothafucker, do you speak it?”